Turtle Beach Systems
5690 Stewart Ave.  Fremont, CA  94536
Tech Support 510-624-6265  /  BBS: 510-624-6279  /  Tech Suppt. Fax: 510-624-6292


Monterey, Tahiti & MultiSound

This document has been designed to aid you in troubleshooting problems with your Multisound sound card.  The Multisound line are simply the best digital audio cards in their price range.  In the event that you are having problems with the card, please consult this reference before calling our Tech Support line.  We’d like to save you the long distance phone charges, and keep our lines as open as possible.

The tech sheet starts with common questions and setup issues.  It then goes into enabling the virtual MPU-401 port.  And finally, yes, believe it or not … Windows95.  It’s all here.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Setup Questions: Installation

Q:	My dip switches don’t seem to match.
A:	Several Tahiti boards that recently shipped had the incorrect dip switch settings on 
the board.   We believe these boards to be limited to those with serial numbers 
starting with
	96 10 071 

The numbers are actually reversed.  Where it reads
	1	2	3	4
they should be
	4	3	2	1

We regret the confusion.

Q: 	While installing, I get a floating point error. What does this mean?
A: 	The installation may hang on some systems. To remedy this situation, you will need to download a file called MONTFIX.ZIP from our BeachComber bulletin board. Refer to the Before You Get Started... section of your user's guide for connection specifications. To download the file, follow these instructions:

	1. Choose "D" (for Download) from the Main menu.
	2. Enter the name (MONTFIX.ZIP) that you want to download.
	3. This file can be uncompressed using PKUNZIP. If you don't have PKUNZIP, a copy of it can be found on BeachComber.

Setup Questions: Software Conflicts

Q:	When I run the diagnostics, it freezes or won't complete. What's wrong?
A:	If this happens repeatedly, see if you can run Diagnostics from DOS. Before running diagnostics in DOS, you must set the software parameters of the board. If you are still at the default settings of Port=290, IRQ=10, and RAMAddr=D000, then you are fine. If not, type MSNDSUP /? to display all parameters settings for the Monterey. Make any necessary adjustments and then type MSNDDIAG to run diagnostics.

	A lockup could also be caused by having the Quad drivers installed instead of the sound card drivers. To rectify this situation:
	1. Make a backup copy of your SYSTEM.INI file. 
	2. Find the [drivers] section of your SYSTEM.INI file and check the settings for WAVE=, 	MIDI=, and AUX=. 
	3. If they are tahitiq.drv, change them to tahiti.drv. (or msndq.drv to multisnd.drv for Mult.) 
	4. Save the SYSTEM.INI file and launch Windows again. 
	5. Run the diagnostics.

Q:	I receive a "Tahiti Hardware not responding" error message upon entering Windows. What does this mean?
A:	You need to run diagnostics (See the above question if you are having problems getting the diagnostics running.) and pay close attention to three important tests: Testing the I/O, Testing the Interrupt System, and Testing the DSPRAM. If you have an error in the DSPRAM, you most likely need to disable shadow ram in your BIOS. (See the next question for an explanation of this procedure.  
	
If either of the other tests fail, follow these steps:
	
	1. Open the Control Panel from the Main program group.
	2. Open Drivers in the Control Panel group.
	3. Select TBS Tahiti waveform, MIDI & aux (or TBS MultiSound waveform, MIDI, & aux) 	and click on Setup. (If you have the Quad drivers installed, the driver will be 	called TBS Tahiti Quad... or TBS MultiSound Quad...)  
	4. A dialog box will appear where you can reconfigure the Port Address, IRQ, and 	Memory. Make appropriate changes and Save them.
	5. Restart Windows.

Q:	How do I disable the Shadow Ram from my BIOS?
A:	NOTE: All BIOS systems are different, so the following can only serve as general instructions:
	1. When you boot your machine, there will usually be a message that says "Press F2 to 	enter setup," or something similar. Press the appropriate key, and enter your 	BIOS. 
	2. Look for an option called Plug and Play. You may have to look under the advanced 	setup for this. 
	3. Within the Plug and Play, there should be a setting labeled ISA Shared Memory Size. 	Change this from Disabled to 32K.  
	4. An option will appear labeled ISA Shared Memory Base. Change this to D000h, or 	whatever RAM address the card is set at. 
	5. Save this to your CMOS and Exit.

Q:	I'm still getting a Shared RAM address error in the Diagnostics. What's up?
A:	You need to check the CONFIG.SYS file. To do so:

	1. Type EDIT CONFIG.SYS at the C:\> prompt. 
	2. Check for your exclude line. (If you are using a memory manager such as QEMM, try 	using EMM386 instead.) The proper exclude line should look like this:

		DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE NOEMS X=D000-D7FF

	3. If you have a different exclude line, try remarking that line out by typing REM in front of 	the line. 

	4. Add the above line, save and exit. 

	Also check the C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM.INI file for the following settings:

		[386enh]
		....
		EMMExclude=D000-D7FF		* If these addresses don't work, try 		.....   					  B000-B7FF, C800-CFFF, D800-DFFF, 							  E000-E7FF, or E800-EFFF.
		.....

		[tahiti.drv] (or Multisnd.drv)
		....
		RAMADDR=D000			* The RAMADDR setting needs to 							  correspond to the first number in the 							  above EMMExclude line.

Q:	No matter what I do, I can't get the Windows Diagnostics to run. Any suggestions? 
A:	Run the DOS diagnostics. Before you run it, you must set the parameters of the board. If you are still at the default settings of Port=290, IRQ=10, and RAMAddr=D000, then you are fine. If not, type MSNDSUP /? to display all parameters settings for the Monterey. Make any necessary adjustments and then type MSNDDIAG to run diagnostics.

Q:	I receive a "The MIDI Mapper references a driver which is not currently installed on your system" error message. What does this mean?
A:	You need to edit the MIDI Mapper. To do so:

	1. Open the Control Panel from the Windows Main program group.
	2. Double-click on MIDI Mapper.
	3. When the MIDI Mapper dialog box appears, click on Edit.
	4. Make sure that Port Name is set to Tahiti Header Out (or Tahiti Quad Header Out) for 	all sixteen channels. If Tahiti Header Out does not appear in a Port Name box, 	click on that box and an arrow will appear on the right side. 
	5. Click on the arrow and a drop down box will appear. 
	6. Click on Tahiti Header Out.
	7. Click OK.

Q:	I'm connected to the internal and/or external line in, but I can't hear anything! Have I connected something incorrectly?
A:	Make sure that nothing is muted in the Mixer. Line In is muted by default in order to prevent speaker blow-out.

Q: 	Should I connect my CD-ROM internal audio cable to the AUX or LINE IN connector?
A:	That depends if you want to record from the CD-ROM. The AUX connector is a listening-only connector. The LINE IN connector can record. Any internal connections are overridden by external inputs, so if you usually have something connected to the LINE IN, you might consider hooking your CD-ROM to the AUX connector.

Q:	I'm not getting any MIDI from my Monterey. What's the problem?
A:	Make sure that the jumpers JP5 and JP6 are off. Also check the MIDI Mapper as described above.

Q:	Do I use SIPP or SIMM memory modules on the Monterey?
A: 	You need to use 30 pin, 70 nanosecond (or faster) SIPP memory modules to activate SampleStore. These can be 256K, 1 MEG, or 4 MEG. Also, make sure that the chips on the SIPP face the red dipswitch box. Some Turtle Beach users have said that it is difficult to obtain SIPP memory modules. Pacific Coast Micro has them available, and can be reached at 800-581-6040.


Q:	SampleStore takes a really long time to load! Is this normal?
A:	Yes it is. This occurs because the data must be transferred through the MIDI header. MIDI works well for simple note-on and note-off commands, but sample transfers require much more time.

Q:	How do I use the virtual MPU-401 driver for DOS applications?
A:	Refer to the proper section …


Setting Up the Virtual MPU-401 Driver

Included with Multisound cards  is an applet for enabling and disabling a feature called Virtual MPU. When enabled, you can shell out to a DOS window and run a DOS application, like a sequencer, that requires an MPU-401 interface.

If you wish to use this applet, follow this procedure:
1. After completing normal installation, copy the VMSMPUD.386 from the MPU directory of the installation diskette into the c:\windows\system directory.
2. Copy MSNDMPU.EXE from the MPU directory of the installation diskette into your \MONTEREY ( or \MSNDAPPS ) directory.
3. Select Run from the File menu in the File Manager.
4. Type SYSEDIT and click OK.
5. Add DEVICE=VMSMPUD.386 to the [386Enh] section of the c:\windows\system.ini file.
6. Add [VMSMPUD] and ENABLE=0 to the end of the c:\windows\system.ini file.
7. Select New option under the Program Manager's File.
8. Type \MONTEREY\MSNDMPU.EXE ( or \MSNDAPPS\MSNDMPU.EXE ) at the command line to create an icon for the MPU enable/disable window.

When you wish to use the MPU-401 emulation, restart Windows as usual and click on the MSNDMPU icon to enable MPU emulation.

IMPORTANT NOTE: When the MPU-401 emulation is enabled, the standard Monterey MIDI devices are not available. This means that you will only have one MIDI device available from within a sequencer. Also, when the MPU-401 is enabled, digital audio recording is not available.


Tahiti / Monterey and Windows95

The Tahiti and Monterey sound cards have native Windows95 drivers available.  These files are available on our BBS (510) 624 6279, our America OnLine forum (keyword: Turtle Beach), and our Compuserve forum (GO TURTLE).

The file name :  TAHITI95.ZIP
File sizes :  580k

This driver installs via the normal Windows95 method of using the “Add New Hardware” program in the Control Panel.  If you are unfamiliar with adding new hardware, please refer to the Windows95 manual.

Unzip the TAHITI95.ZIP files to a blank floppy disk.  On this disks, there will now be a README file.  You will want to print this file out before installing the drivers.  Install the drivers according to the information in that text document.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Before you call Tech Support, please take a moment to check the following things …

(1) 	Are all the old drivers uninstalled?  Check your SYSTEM.INI file and make sure that any references to the sound card are gone.  These new drivers store all information in the Registry instead.  Any references to the following files may be safely REMmed out :

	TAHITI.DRV
	TAHITIQ.DRV
	
To REM out a line in the SYSTEM.INI file, simply place a semi-colon and space in front of the line.  This line is not REMmed out

WAVE=tahiti.drv

This line is REMmed out

; MIDI1=TAHITIQ.DRV

(2) 	These drivers do not coexist well with the native Windows95 drivers for the Maui sound card.  We are not sure why this problem occurs, but are looking at possible solutions.  At this time, we recommend using these drivers and the Windows3x drivers for the Maui until a new solution is found.


DOWNLOADING THE TAHITI / MONTEREY INSTALL FROM THE BBS

If you don't have the files mentioned above they can be found in the Windows 95 group of  the File section on the Beachcomber BBS.  The phone numbers for the Beachcomber is (510) 624-6279.  When logging onto the BBS for the first time, you will be asked to register, which includes assigning yourself a BBS password.  If you are prompted that your password is not valid, someone may have already registered with that name.  Please try logging in with a new name. 	

The files can also be found on 
Compuserve  	 	GO TURTLE
AmericaOnLine		keyword: Turtle Beach
Internet			FTP SITE: ftp.tbeach.com/tbeach   
World Wide Web Address: www.tbeach.com


MultiSound Classic and Windows95

There are two possible scenarios (A & B) for installing the Multisound in Windows 95. 

A) The Multisound was already installed, and you installed Win95 over (into the same directory) an existing Windows installation.

Generally, if you install Win95 over your existing Windows installation, Turtle Beach products will work as they did before. This is not always the case, however, and you may need to make adjustments to your current setup.  The most noticeable difference will be that the Windows 95 multimedia mixer will not control the Multisound card.  In order to gain this function, you will need to download the MSND95.ZIP file from our BBS.  This file contains an .INF file which can be added to your system using the "Add New Hardware" icon in the Windows 95 Control Panel.  Do not have Windows 95 search for the new hardware, it will not find it.  On the screen labeled "Hardware Types" select "Sound, Video, and Game Controllers" from the bottom of the list.  Where appropriate, click on the "Have-Disk" icon to install the file.

After Windows 95 installation, goto section 1.2 of this document to register the Multisound in the Windows 95 Device Manager.

B) You installed Win95 into a different directory than an existing Windows installation, or have not yet installed the Multisound.

In either of these cases, a new install of the Multisound will be necessary.  This can be done by choosing 'Run' from the 'Start' button in Windows 95.  Insert your Multisound installation disk in your A:(or B:) drive and type: A:\SETUP.  Click on OK and follow the install directions.  Restart Windows 95 and watch for any error messages.  If you do not get any, test the Multisound by trying to play a .wav and .mid file through the Win95 Media Player.  If the card works, continue to the next paragraph.  If, on the other hand, you do receive any error messages, you can reconfigure the card's settings using the following procedure:
	1.  Open the Win95 Control Panel from the "My Computer" icon or 
		from the Start button.
	2.  Select "Multimedia."
	3.  Click on the "Advanced" tab setting.
	4.  Double-click on "Audio Devices" under Multimedia Drivers.
	5.  Double-click on "Audio for Turtle Beach Multisound..."
	6.  This will bring up a menu for the Multisound. Click on 
		"Settings."
	7.  Make changes to the setting that is causing the error. (See
		the manual for error explanations). 

Repeat this procedure until you have settings that work (Note: when changing the Port Address settings you must also change the dip switches on the card.  See the Multisound Manual for details).  

Once you have found acceptable settings, write them down: IRQ/INTERRUPT, PORT ADDRESS, and RAM ADDRESS.  Follow the directions in section "A" for the installation of the .INF file.  It is important to note that the .INF install will setup the Multisound at the default settings of IRQ/INTERRUPT = 10, PORT ADDRESS = 290, and RAM ADDRESS = D000-D7FF.  Once the .INF install is complete you will be prompted to restart your computer.  If your card's settings were originally anything other than the defaults, you will receive error messages again upon entering Windows.  Use the Multisound installation disk to change the settings back to what you wrote down earlier (Don't do a full install!  Just reconfigure!).  Restart the system again and the Multisound should function as it did before the .INF install, but it will have the enhanced Win95 mixer functions installed.

Short Overview of the above steps:

	1.  Run the standard install for the Multisound.
	2.  If necessary, use the setup program to reconfigure the card. 
		Remember to note the settings.   
	3.  Run the .INF install for the Multisound (available on BBS).
4. 	If necessary, use the setup procedure above to modify card to working settings. (steps 1-7 from above) 	


REGISTERING THE MULTISOUND WITH THE WINDOWS 95 REGISTRY

For this next step, you will need to know the current settings of the Multisound card.  If you don't remember, steps 1-10 will show you how to find that information

1) Click on the "Start" button on the Taskbar.
2) Click on "Settings."
3) Click on "Control Panel."
4) Double click on the "Multimedia" icon.
5) Select the tab key marked "Advanced."
6) Double-click on the item marked "Audio Devices."
7) Select the item "Audio for Turtle Beach Multisound..."
8) Click on "Properties."
9) Click on "Settings."
10) Note the I/O, DMA, and IRQ settings.
11) Now go back to the "Control Panel" (still active).
12) Double click on the "System" icon.
13) Select the "Device Manager" tab.
14) Double-click on "Computer." 
15) For each of the radio buttons, (IRQ, DMA, and I/O), the Multisound settings should say.. "In use by an unknown device."  If this is not the case, you will need to reserve the settings that the Multisound is on by using the "Reserve Resources" tab dialog.  The only setting you should have to reserve for the Multisound is the IRQ.  If you are using	the default settings, add '10' to the list of reserved IRQ's.
16) Click on OK and a dialog box will appear asking if you wish to restart your computer.  Check yes.
17) Go back into the Device Manager, and verify that the settings have been excluded.


NOTE TO OUR USERS: These tech sheets have been developed to assist Turtle Beach Customers. If you find any discrepancies or have other actions that should be added to this sheet, feel free to contact Turtle Beach Customer Support and offer your suggestions. Thanks.

We hope that this document solved your problem, or pointed you to where to the problem lies.  Most all problems can be solved from this document.  If yours was not solved, please contact us back via our live phone support or email us at   tech@tbeach.com   and have a great day!

IN NO EVENT SHALL TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION; DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS OF ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS PRODUCT, EVEN IF TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES). Because some states/jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.




